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Abstract. We compare the thickness of shock wave fronts at different Mach numbers, modeled via Navier-Stokes (NS) 
and Quasi-gasdynamic (QGD) equations, with experimental results from the literature. Monoatomic argon and helium, 
and diatomic nitrogen, are considered. In this modeling a finite-difference scheme with second-order spatial accuracy is 
employed. For argon the density thickness calculated via QGD and NS models are in good agreement with each other, 
and with the experimental results. For helium QGD and NS results agree well with those from the bimodal model.  For 
nitrogen, the QGD results are closer to the experimental data than NS results. The QGD-based algorithm converges to the 
steady state solution faster than the NS-based one. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The strong gradients within a shock wave lead to a number of associated effects of scientific and technological 
relevance which have attracted the attention of theoreticians and experimentalists for a long time. Though the main 
features of shock waves are well understood, much remains to be done to command the prediction of their 
quantitative aspects. The structure of a stationary shock wave has often been employed as testing problem for 
numerical models of rarefied gas flows. In this context the one-dimensional (1D) shock waves produced in atomic 
argon and helium, and in molecular nitrogen have been usual  test systems to check the   numerical aspects of 
Navier-Stokes (NS) equations.  
The aim of this paper is to gain some understanding about the behavior of the equations underlying the 1D shock 
wave problem, widening the scope of NS-equations to the more general frame of the recently developed Quasi-
gasdynamic (QGD) equations. The numerical results of both methods are compared with experiment for the test 
systems considering atomic argon and helium, and molecular nitrogen, where possible.  
From the work done around 1960ˆ 1965 it was claimed that the NS approach could yield a reliable description of 
the density profile of the shock waves  just up to Mach number 2~Ma . Their limitation to account for the shock 
wave thickness in 2>Ma shock waves has been reported in detail by Kogan [1] and others [2ˆ 4]. Moreover, due to 
the sparse experimental temperature and velocity data on well-defined 1D shock waves produced in shock tubes, 
little was known about the actual merits of NS-equations to model the profiles of these quantities across the shock 
wave.  This limitation has prevailed up to now in spite of the wealth of temperature data on 2D shock waves 
produced in jets [5, 6]. Unfortunately, 2D flows pose a number of difficulties for numerical modeling of shock 
waves structure (complicated flow pattern, low temperature upstream of the shock, with ill known  dependence  of 
the viscosity on the temperature). Therefore, 2D shock waves are little suited to be used in connection with the 
simple 1D mathematical formulation. 
The main source of experimental 1D shock wave density data suited for the present purpose has been compiled, 
and completed with accurate original data by Alsmeyer [7]. In this work the experimental reciprocal thickness of 
argon and nitrogen 1D shock waves is shown to be well characterized up to 10=Ma , while a few sparse helium 
data points have been included. Complete argon and nitrogen experimental density profiles were also reported by 
Alsmeyer for several 10<Ma values. Due to the shortage of experimental data on helium, the results of bimodal 
calculations have been also used as a reference [8], since  they are known to be suitable  for shock wave modeling.  
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On the other hand QGD calculations have been carried out before for the 1D shock problem, e.g. [9ˆ 12].  Their 
results have been compared with those from other numerical approaches, namely NS and DSMC, and also with 
some kinetic models.  
In the present work the calculations of 1D shock wave structures  have been carried out employing the QGD and 
the NS equations. The results are compared with experimental density measurements for argon, helium and nitrogen 
[7], as well as with results from the bimodal model [8]. Neither temperature nor velocity profiles were measured in 
the former experiments. According to the referred experimental data [7] the temperature upstream of the shock wave 
is 300 K, which allows us to employ a simple and well founded description of the viscosity with the parameters 
reported by Bird [13, App. I]. Other molecular properties of gases are also taken from[13]. 
2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
The QGD equations for the one-dimensional plane flow read [14]: 
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Here r  stands for the gas density, u  for the velocity, RTp r=  for the pressure, T for the temperature, g for 
the specific heat ratio, and R  for the gas constant; )1/(2/2 -+= gr puE  and r/)( pEH +=  are, respectively, 
the total energy and enthalpy per unit volume. The mass flux density vector is )( wujm -= r , where  
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The xx  component of the shear-stress tensor employed in Eqs.  (2) and (3), is given by 
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The heat flux vector is 
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Viscosity coefficient h , heat conductivity coefficient k , and relaxation parameter t are connected by the 
relations:  )/(,Pr))1/((,)/( ScpRTT ×=××-== ¥¥ htghgkhh
w , where ¥h  is the value of h  for the 
temperature ¥T ; Pr  and Sc  are Prandtl and Schmidt's  numbers, respectively.  For 0=t  the QGD system reduces 
to the NS system. 
For the numerical solution of the system (1)ˆ (3) the computational domain is covered with an uniform 
computational grid with the space step equal to xh , and the time step equal to th . The space derivatives are 
approximated by the central differences of the second order. The time derivatives are approximated by forward 
differences of the first order. The finite-difference scheme for the initial-boundary problem (1)ˆ (3) is solved by 
means of an explicit algorithm where the steady-state solution is attained as the limit of a time-evolving process. The 
space step is taken much smaller than the shock thickness. This ensures the stability of the numerical algorithm 
without resorting to any artificial dissipation. 
We calculate the shock-wave structure for Mach numbers in the range 1.5ˆ 10. Dimensionless quantities are 
introduced on the basis of the upstream gas parameters. The initial conditions are the following: for 0<x , 
grr /1,,1 )1()1()1( ====== ppMauu , and for 0>x ,  the values of )2()2()2( ,, pur  are defined via  
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the Rankineˆ Hugoniot conditions. The values on the right and left boundaries are fixed. The numerical solution is 
supposed to be achieved according to the criterium 310/)émax( -=<- err th . 
The reciprocal shock thickness is defined as dl / , where l  is the upstream mean free path, and d  is the shock 
thickness, calculated in dimensionless form by the maximum value of the finite-difference derivative x¶¶ /r : 
)/()2/((max/ )1()2()11 rrrrdl --= -+ xii hi
.  
According to [13] the upstream mean free path is calculated as: )4/2/( W×= RTprhl , where 
))25)(27/((30 ww --=W . 
3.  RESULTS FOR ARGON AND HELIUM 
The molecular parameters, taken from[13] are, for argon: .3/2Pr,752.0,81.0,3/5 ==== Scwg  For 
helium: .3/2Pr,7575.0,66.0,3/5 ==== Scwg  We use the QGD system (1)ˆ (3), and also the NS system 
that can be obtained from (1)ˆ (3) assuming 0=t . The number of space grid points is 1200=xN , while the space 
step is 25.0=xh . The time step is defined as  001.0),max(/ =+= aa uThh xt .  
The calculated reciprocal shock thickness for argon are shown on Fig.1 together with the experimental data 
collected in [7]. The results obtained by the author of [7] are marked by Ñ . One can see  that the QGD and NS 
models yield close results for the shock wave thickness in a wide range of Mach numbers. These numerical results 
agree well with the experiment. However, the NS model demands about 5-10 times more time steps for convergence.  
Fig. 2 shows the density, temperature, and velocity profiles in a 9=Ma shock wave in argon. The density 
profiles shown are normalized as )/()( )1()2()1( rrrrr --=f , where rf  is the shown value, and 
)2()1( , rr  
are the boundary values. A similar normalization holds  for temperature, and )/()( )2()1()2( uuuufu --=  for 
velocity. The experimental values for the density profile are taken from [7]. Both QGD and NS systems describe 
properly the density profile. For the positive  values of x the experimental data lie between NS and QGD profiles. 
Fig. 3 represents the detailed density profile in argon for 9=Ma . Markers correspond to the computational 
points. While the QGD algorithm shows a smooth solution, one can notice the fluctuations of the NS-based 
numerical solution behind a shock wave. The period of the fluctuations equals the spatial grid step. These 
fluctuations explain the slow convergence of the NS numerical method  in comparison with the QGD algorithm. 
The employed numerical algorithm was tested for grid convergence. For this purpose the QGD-based modeling 
of the argon shock wave was carried out using a  twice as fine space grid for 0001.0,10 == aMa , 2400=xN , 
space step 125.0=xh . In this variant we obtained 2211561.0/ =dl , close to the reference grid result (0.220253). 
This assures that the results do not depend on the grid step size. 
The results for helium are presented on Fig. 4, jointly with the few available experimental data on helium (from 
[7]) and the results from the bimodal approach [8]. The bimodal approach is reputed to describe well a shock wave 
structure up to high Mach numbers.  
As in the case of argon, QGD and NS models yield for helium very close results for the shock thickness, with the 
QGD results  somewhat closer to the reference data. The present results match well the experimental data for 
3=Ma  and 4=Ma , and agree reasonably well with the bimodal calculation at higher Ma. As in previous 
calculations, the NS algorithm demands 5ˆ 10 times more time steps to convergence than the QGD approach. 
4. RESULTS FOR NITROGEN 
The following molecular parameters [13] were employed for nitrogen: 19/14Pr,74.0,5/7 === wg , 
746.0=Sc . The computations were carried out using the QGD equations (1)ˆ (3) and the NS equations. In order to 
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accounting for the nonequilibrium between translational tT  and rotational rT  temperatures the QGDR system for 
diatomic gases was used [11] instead of the plain QGD system. The QGDR equations were used before for the 
calculation of shock structures in nitrogen, showing a good accordance with the kinetic calculations for 1D shock 
structure[11], and with the experimental results for underexpanded axisymmetric jets [6]. 
In present paper (unlike in [11]), the rotational  relaxation time rt  is calculated as  cr Ztt = , 
30/)25)(27( wwtt --=c , where )]/)(4/()/)(2/(1/[
22/12/3
tt TTTTZZ
**¥ +++= ppp , 23=¥Z , 
KT 5.91=* , KT 273)1( =  [12]. The numerical algorithm for the QGDR equations is similar to the one 
described above and has been presented in [11].  
The results for nitrogen are represented in Fig. 5 jointly with the experimental data from [7]; the data obtained by 
the author [7] are marked by Ñ . For Mach  numbers  between 1.5 and 3 the QGD and the NS results are similar. For 
higher Mach numbers the reciprocal shock wave thickness computed via NS model exceeds the QGD results. As 
well as in the previous calculations, the NS solution converges much slower then the QGD one. For 7³Ma  the 
numerical NS  solution did not converge anymore. However, the QGD algorithm achieves the steady-state solution 
for all considered Mach numbers. In turn, the QGDR results show a much better agreement with experiment. 
Fig. 6 shows the QGD, QGDR, and NS calculated density profiles, jointly with the experimental data for 
1.6=Ma . For 0>x the QGD density profile agrees better with the experimental data (taken from [7]) than the 
QGDR and NS profiles. For 0<x the QGDR model yields the best solution.  
8. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work it is concluded that the QGD calculated density profiles and reciprocal shock thickness in argon 
agree well with experiment [7] for Mach numbers from 1.5 up to 10.  The reciprocal shock thickness in helium agree 
well with the results of bimodal calculations [8], and with the few available experimental data. For diatomic nitrogen 
the QGD calculation overestimates the reciprocal shock thickness, compared with experiment. On the other hand, 
while the density profile is reasonably well described by the QGD equations, the reciprocal shock thickness is much 
better described by the QGDR system. This latter model takes into account the translational-rotational local 
nonequilibrium.  
The QGD and NS calculations where performed under identical algorithmic conditions, employing the second 
order space approximation on a uniform spatial grid without artificial dissipation to stabilize the numerical solution. 
Both calculations yield similar final results, (but QGD are slightly more accurate than NS results). However the 
numerical results from NS equations converge about one order of magnitude slower than the QGD results. This is 
related with the numerical oscillations of NS solution. Such effect impairs attaining a converged NS solution, 
especially for large Mach numbers.  For nitrogen a converged NS solution was obtained only up to 1.6=Ma . The 
number of time steps for convergence varies in a range of  85 1010 - .   
In opposition to a widespread opinion, the NS equations prove to be precise enough for describing the density 
profile in an argon shock wave at Mach numbers 105.1 << Ma . The unreal limitation of NS equations for the 
shock wave problem at large Mach numbers may be attributed to numerical problems and imperfections of earlier 
calculations. See for instance Ref. [1ˆ 4], where the NS results for argon density thickness are off by ~ 100% at 
6~Ma . 
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FIGURE 1. Reciprocal shock wave thickness  versus Mach 
number in argon 
FIGURE 2. Density, velocity and temperature  profiles in 
argon shock wave for 9=Ma  
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FIGURE 3. Density profiles in argon shock wave for 
9=Ma  in detail 
FIGURE 4. Reciprocal shock wave thickness versus Mach 
number in helium 
FIGURE 5. Reciprocal shock wave thickness versus Mach 
number in nitrogen 
FIGURE 6. Density profiles in nitrogen shock wave for 
1.6=Ma  
 
 
              
